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about women on the frontier. The term has been used to refer to a sparsely populated area on the edge of settlement with its particular location changing as Euro-American settlement moved west across the continent.4 For over three hundred years there were men and women in America experiencing frontier conditions. The frontier of Jamestown settlers was beyond the fall line; that of revolutionary America was beyond the Appalachians; and that for Americans living in mid-nineteenth century was beyond the Mississippi. So temporal and spatial considerations have complicated efforts to generalize about frontier women. Then, too, the frontier has been defined as processthe process through which a relatively primitive society is transformed into a more complex society.5 It is generally in this area-frontier as process-that historians have inserted their comments about frontier women.
But students of American expansion and the pioneering process have never come to grips with terminology. "Frontier" and the "West" are terms frequently interchanged, and their temporal and spatial delineations remain imprecise and shrouded in confusion. There is general consensus among some observers that the trans-Mississippi region-or more specifically the area west of the ninety-eighth meridian-is the "real West," perhaps because it developed in more recent times or more likely because its physical and cultural characteristics differed so dramatically from areas to the east. Hence this vast territory is frequently referred to as the Far West or the New West to distinguish it from the earlier wests of colonial times.6 When historians have turned their attention to western women, typically they have focused on women in this geographical region west of the Mississippi, though here again terminology and delineations are imprecise.7 Although women have remained invisible to most writers of western history, their scant numbers on the frontier have compelled a few historians to give them at least passing attention.1 Richard A. Bartlett, who has published the most recent social history of the American frontier, emphasized the "overwhelming preponderance of males" in frontier regions. "No one has ever questioned, let alone analyzed," he stated, "the masculinity of the frontier society. Since it is as obvious as the sun in the daytime, the subject has not been discussed."12 Moreover, chroniclers of mining and cattle frontiers invariably noted the scarcity of women and attributed the prestige and distinction accorded western women to that very scarcity.'3 As an example of special treatment allotted to women, one writer noted that bylaws were enacted in a Montana mining camp of 300 men and 15 women which decreed the death penalty "for murder, thieving, or for insulting a woman."" By virtually excluding women from western studies on the one hand, and emphasizing their rareness on the other, the impression is left that women played insignificant roles in settling the American West. As the frontier advances with all its romance and color across the pages of Ray Allen Billington's monumental Westward Expansion, it is a robust masculine domain that emerges, and the few women who appear, Calamity Jane and Mary Lease, for example, do so on a masculine stage.'5 It has been observed by more than one investigator that women were not fur trappers, miners, assayers, explorers, pony express riders, cattle riders, military commanders, politicians, railroad builders, or Indian traders, and therefore presumably nonessential in the development of the West.16 On the other hand, there has been a strong tendency to replace solid research on women's roles with lofty rhetoric distorting western women beyond recognition. In speaking of such women, Dee Brown wrote that "they attracted little attention individually ... but as a mass maternal force their power was unmatched in the domestication process that transformed the wild frontiersmen into ordinary placid citizens."17 Page Smith described women as "the shock-troops of Western migration." 18 Where anything more specific has been attempted, investigators have described western women in stereotyped images and symbols. Although variations are many, these images can be assembled for convenience into four major categories: gentle Moreover, habits of language, dress, cleanliness, and morality were all reportedly improved once women arrived on the frontier. Sometimes the gentle tamer was a lady-a chaste beautiful creature which cowboys placed on a pedestal and worshipped from afar-who received credit for improving manners and morals. Pious, pure, and submissive, the refined lady nevertheless administered constant pressure to respect the Sabbath, inhibit cursing and drinking, promote better grooming and more diversified diet, and in general smooth rough edges from frontier society.20 On the other hand, refined ladies frequently are depicted as having difficulty adjusting to new and rough surroundings, and those who could not adapt suffered intense mental and physical anguish.21
Suffragists are also depicted as women who, though not as gentle as their sisters, are still portrayed as improving the quality of frontier society. At the very least, suffragists argued, voting rights would induce women to migrate west, replacing a transient bachelor society with a stable family community. Moreover, it could be argued that enfranchised women would support legislation curbing less attractive appetites of strongwilled and undisciplined westerners.22
Undoubtedly the most popular and enduring image of frontier woman is the sunbonneted helpmate so movingly depicted in 1921 by Emerson Hough who wrote:
The chief figure of the American West, the figure of the ages, is not the long-haired, fringed-legging man riding a rawboned pony, but the gaunt and sad-faced woman sitting on the front seat of the wagon, As helpmates, women carried out routine chores in addition to doing men's work when emergencies arose or their men were away. Virtuous and strong both emotionally and physically, they endured pain and hardship with little complaint. As one researcher succinctly stated, "the primary defining feature of this group of women was their ability to fulfill their duties which enabled their men to succeed."24 Women as hell-raisers were not very common but they were widely talked about. These were the super cowgirls, the Calamity Janes, who acted more like men than women and became heroes of dime novels and wild west shows. James D. Horan called them "Desperate Women," while a second author called them "Wiley Women of the West."25 Although they violated the mores of proper society and on occasion entered the criminal world, they were often depicted as good-looking and welleducated women who could outride, outshoot, and outcuss the best cowboys in the West.
The image of western women as bad women appears in a variety of forms, overlapping with the hell-raiser image, but generally associated with sex and raw nature. These were prostitutes, the soiled doves of all nationalities, who inhabited gambling saloons, dance halls, local cribs, and areas referred to as hogtowns. A variation on this theme is the harlot with a heart Demographic facts also disprove generalizations related to sexual imbalance. While births tended to be rather balanced in the second generation on the frontier, economic changes could affect the normal process of equalization of the sexes. Thus, a study of Iowa showed that the number of single males increased rather than decreased in the decades after settlement.50 Migration of males to work in predominantly male industries or in agriculture may have changed the sex balance fairly drastically not only among immigrant groups like the Chinese or the Mexicans, but also among the native born population.51
A third set of generalizations often made about women in the West, which demographic studies have qualified, is that because they were so out-numbered by males, they invariably married, usually younger than women in the East, and quickly remarried when widowed. There is some evidence that fertility rates may have increased rather than declined once an area became improved in the region behind the frontier. Thus, rural women in newly settled areas behind the frontier deserve more attention than they have received from historians.57 Perhaps the frontier still exerted pressures on mothers, pressures no longer present for the daughters; or the availability of nearby land combined with improved farms made it desirable for women to have more children. Once land became less available, apparently the fertility rates dropped. Studies indicate that in some areas in the Demography can also remind historians that the rural frontier was not necessarily the destination of migrants to the West. Many women headed for the urban rather than the rural frontier. If a rural frontier is defined by low population density, an urban area is defined most simply by its high density. The importance of towns in settling the West has often been noted by historians but the relation of women to this urban process has seldom been studied. Gender is a basic element in any study of the urban process.64 As early as 1899, Adna Weber noted that women migrated over short distances more often than men, particularly to nearby towns, and had longer lives than men once they arrived.65 Sixty years later, Richard C. Wade, in The Urban Frontier, offered a view of the upper-middle-class woman's life in western cities.66 Yet few historians have followed Wade's example in describing the lives of urban western women, and no theoretical framework has been developed which would include women as an integral part of urbanization in the West. If the Pacific states have been more urban than the nation as a whole since the 1860s, as Earl Pomeroy notes, then women's urban history should certainly begin with these cities, even if the ratio of women to men in the major far western cities was low.67 A state which had a predominance of men over women could still have cities in which proportionately more women than men lived.
The presence of "female cities" in the West-where females outnumbered males or where women were a higher percentage than in the state as a whole-needs to be studied. By 1900, St. Louis had a balanced sex ratio; Denver had 99 women for every 100 men and Los Angeles 97. For reasons we do not know, the Black women in the West have also become increasingly urban during the twentieth century. Eliza, a cook who followed Elizabeth Custer west to Kansas after the Civil War, complained that she missed the picnics, the church socials, and the burials of the black community.76 One look at the census records will explain why she was lonely. There were many black women in Louisiana, Texas, Missouri, and Arkansas: state estimates for 1900 range from 80,000 to 328,000 for these states. As one looks west, however, the number of black women drops and the proportion of black males goes up. In Kansas and Oklahoma, where many black families homesteaded after the Civil War, there were only 25,000 and 27,000 black women, respectively. Even more neglected than demography as a subject of historical inquiry are relationships among women of different cultures. Euro-American women who lived among Native American women as captives, missionaries, army and trading women, and anthropologists have left numerous if not unbiased accounts of their experiences. Captivity was perhaps the closest prolonged contact of Euro-American women with Native American cultures. Women were often allowed to live when men were killed because they were noncombatants who might be ransomed or who could perhaps be put to work without danger. Long before the Euro-American pioneers crossed the Mississippi these contacts had given rise to a large literature of captivity narratives, largely stylized accounts of indignities.80 Some of these accounts were not told by the women captives themselves but by military officers, publicists, or others interested in convincing the public that any policy of leniency toward Indians was mistaken.81 Others, however, are accounts by women themselves. Awareness of context, literary and political styles, and differences in Native American tribes is essential for any effective analysis of these accounts, but they remain an important source for cross-cultural contact. Some Euro-American women emphasized the cruelty of Native American women to those captured; other accounts, like those of the Oatman girls in Arizona, indicated that relations between women could be very good when they worked together in the fields.82 Many difficulties of women prisoners may have stemmed from life styles rather than simply being prisoners. Euro-American women were often expected to carry water and gather wood, chores which they could not or would not perform as efficiently as was expected of them. Studying patterns of expectation and response may be possible after careful examination of documents. Also, times changed. Indians who were friendly in the 1840s or 1850s were not as friendly after more contact with eastern settlers, a fact which needs to be considered in any analysis of Indian-white relations.83
Even more helpful, however, would be an attempt to compare the experiences of Native American and Euro-American women caught in the cross-fire between desperate warriors and determined soldiers. To juxtapose, for example, the account by the Norwegian Guri Olsdatter, who escaped capture but left letters describing with horror her escape, against the account by the Cheyenne woman Iron Teeth, who saw soldiers killing women and children, may give a more balanced idea of the fortunes of Peaceful contacts between white women and Native American women need to be explored more carefully. Mormon women were one large group of white women who had contact for over a century with Native American women in the West. Although Mormon women did not function as official missionaries in the nineteenth century, their interactions with Native Americans were often important for peaceful relations. They acted as doctors and midwives to Native American women and took Indian children into their families. Adopting Native American orphans was not always a pleasure for Mormon women but most considered it a duty. These children were usually raised as a part of the family, although they often died young because of the changes of diet and life style.85 From these contacts and others, Mormon women learned Indian dialects. Women performed an important role in feeding visiting delegations: visiting whites might be told to wait while this important courtesy was completed, and women had often to deal with the demands of small groups of Native American males who overstepped the bounds of courtesy. It seems evident that Mormon women preferred dealing with Indian women rather than men. Women normally repaid Mormon sisters for food by carrying water or helping with chores while men simply expected to be fed. Once relief socieities were formed in the 1860s, women developed programs to help Indian women in their regions. Such missionary work contributed to serious splits in Indian groups and Ideology was, for a long time, the favorite explanation for western suffrage. Early accounts of western suffrage often assumed a positive frontier ideology as the cause. In the West, a "frontier spirit" promoted a sense of equality, of chivalry, or of women's role as "civilizer." This frontier spirit has been notoriously difficult to document and few recent historians have attempted to do so. Rather, they have usually questioned these assumptions and, when looking at ideology, have tended to find more conservative attitudes involved-as ideological underpinnings for suffrage in the West. A few have considered western progressive ideology as a positive force and recently Ronald Schaffer, in looking at California, has stressed the importance of ideological change for suffrage tactics. In California, suffragists developed a new belief that only if women themselves wanted to vote could suffrage be obtained and a campaign was explicitly designed to inculcate that belief in masses of California women.97
More often, however, historians have looked carefully at western political structures for clues to the success of suffrage. One of the most important points made by T. A. Larson and others in their examination of early suffrage is that small elite groups of males were most influential in the nineteenth-century territories which finally adopted suffrage. There was a strong movement in a number of territories for suffrage: in most it failed. In Montana, Utah, and Idaho, where it succeeded, religious and party politics most often determined success. The fluid political situation in the West made suffrage a possibility at a time when it could not be considered in the East.98
How the masses of western men reacted to demands for suffrage became much more important when state suffrage became an issue. Third party movements like the Populists and Progressives, general discontent or political apathy, the position of unions on suffrage, temperance issues, rural-urban splits, immigrants, and religious differences, all affected campaigns for state suffrage. What seems to have occurred in the West, earlier than in the East, was an urban swing to support suffrage which carried unions, middle-class reform leaders, and Socialists into the suffrage ranks. This swing began soon enough to undercut movements to repeal or restrict earlier suffrage extension by territorial governments and at the same time to push state suffrage through.99
Most important for carrying suffrage in the West, however, was the emergence of the women's movement as a mass move- What is most needed is a picture of how women fit into the economic structure in the West through their labor. Occupational or labor history is inadequately or insufficiently described by historians. This neglect is due only in part to the concentration on industries utilizing primarily male labor in the West, such as mining. It is also due to defects in the census system which often failed to record women's work, to an ideological framework which has devalued women's work, and to the absence of conceptual frameworks to study women's labor history in the West.
Rural western women seem to have been particularly industrious yet were often excluded from census returns because their work on the farm was not considered a full-time occupation in the nineteenth century. Mormon women are one group of western women noted for their industriousness on the early frontier. Within a church which emphasized "busyness," Mormon women worked industriously in many occupations to contribute their share to the household economy.?1 Plural marriages, large families, and a religious community with an almost mercantilistic economic theory led women into hard and steady work during the nineteenth century, often at jobs not visible to the census takers. Not only census takers, but the ideology of an ethnic group itself could mask the work of women. Among Italian eastern urban immigrants, for example, a woman's work was often not defined as work at all. Among Polish immigrants, on the other hand, women proudly claimed the title of "worker." Such differences must have existed in the West as well."' A variety of women's rural production activities never appeared on the census returns. Labor performed in the home for use and production of small quantities of goods for local markets continued far longer in the West than in the East. Butter production in the Midwest, sales of eggs, poultry, and others will undoubtedly have to be abandoned. But out of the testing will come a more representative history of both men and women in the West.
The objection is still sometimes made to historians of women, as it was to historians of the black experience in America a decade ago, that the materials to answer questions about women simply do not exist. One does have to know where and how to look for material, but the documents and artifacts left by women are immense. Oral history is rapidly expanding the body of documentary evidence. Interdisciplinary approaches, particularly anthropology and sociology, are providing methods by which the economic activities and social relations of large numbers of women who left no personal documents can become a part of written history. The case-study approach will continue to provide valuable insights about western women, but we need, above all else, studies firmly based on a comparative multicultural approach to women's history in order to understand fully the western experience. Women's history has developed sophisticated techniques of dealing with the reality of women's past. It is ready now to cross the reef and be anchored in the harbor of historical studies. Much of this work will have to take place in that historiographical area west of the Mississippi which we still designate western history.
